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Abstract : Ii is known ihai the movemcni of lonosphenc consuiuenis around magnclic field
lines by lidal winds generate c.m.f and current pr<xlucing polarizaUon electric fields. In this note 
attempt has been made to deduce the condiictiviiy tensor from considerations of electrostatic field.
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II IS found in literatures (Price 1968, Forbes 1981, Datta and Chakravarty 1983) that 
polarization electric fields are generated instantaneously to form the currents caused by 
c.m.f. produced due to the movement of ionospheric constituents around magnetic field 
lines by tidal winds. It is shown (Tarpicy 1970 and Raghavarao and Anandarao, 1987) that 
the day time Sq. electric field has two components. As the winds are mainly horizontal, the 
dynamo action is most effective at mid-latitude regions where the earth's magnetic field 
lines arc almost vcrucal as mentioned by Raghavarao and Anandarao (1987).
Maxwell's equations demand the presence of the vertical current, which was absent in 
the model of Baker and Martyn (1953). However, Macda (1977) considered the electrostatic 
field as generated by the differential motion of ions and electrons and a hydrostatic 
cquillibrium has been assumed to exist in vertical direction.
In this note an attempt has been made to deduce the conductivity lensor starting from 
the considerations of Baker and Martyn (1953) and to show that the lensor is equivalent to 
that of Maeda (1977) although some considerations are different in the two cases.
Now, the general equation for current density as in Baker and Martyn (1953) and 
Raghavarao and Anandarao (1987) could be written as :
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y = O b E ,, +(Ti £  j  + 0 2 (^  * (1)
where E  = E  + W  B  includes the effects of wind, other parameters are as defined in the 
above works. W  * wind induced Lorentz field due to wind velocity Y f. Here <Jo, Oi and 
02 are respectively the parallel, Pedersen and Hall conductivities which remain same when 
wind induced Lorentz field is active since this field is much small as compared to global 
dynamo field and has small effect (Raghavarao and Anandarao 1987). Ex, Ey being the 
primary electric fields around the magnetic equator, Ez, the polarization electric field and the 
components of E' i.e. E x , i y  , Ez are along X (South), Y (positive east ward) and Z 
(positive upwards) respectively.
Thus
£  ^ cos^ I + E \  cos I sin i + cos I sin I + £  , sin* (2)
and
E^ = ^£^, sin* 1 -  E \  cos I sin i + E' I  sin I + f'^jCOS*!'^
k
with
k X E'^E^sm l T -  |- £  ,  sin /  -  £  , cos I j / - i ^ , c o s / ^  
where /  is the dip angle.
Using eqs. (2), (3) and (4) the components of J become
Jx = (Pof: * + cr,s* ) £ ,  + o^E^ + (CTo -  «Ti ) scE^
/ ,  = -  0  ^j  £  ,  + <7] £   ^+ c £ ,
= (cTo-  <^ 1) £ , - ojci^  + (ao s * + CTic * ) £ ,
where j = sin /  and c = cos /.
Thus
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J
the conductivity tensw is the same as that of Maeda (1977) although the approach 
diffoent
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